
This is your cheat sheet on getting a better singing mind-
set.       

These tips apply to all levels of singers from bathroom crazy
ones to super pro touring stars. 

Have a copy on the road in order to guide you whenever you
feel clogged and you can’t focus on your performance.
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Sing Better Now

01  It’s All In Your Mind
Sometimes you catch yourself blaming
your timbre or technique. 
Don’t do that! 
You have spent
so much time and energy creating your
voice and the last thing you want is
disapproval and anguish.
Focus on the colourful moments.   
                             
Have a walk, call a friend, listen to your
favourite tracks, workout on a different
subject or have some rest, etc.               
                                          
Whatever you choose just rule out
those dirty thoughts.                             

They won’t get you anywhere!



02
Always Warm Up... Every Single
Time!

Do you know a friend that after
singing a few songs he really feels
knocked out?

Well, that’s why you need to warm up
properly following the series of
exercises you’ve been
working for so long.

I have tons of exercises available in my
YT channel.
My online students love this one!!!!
Check it out!

Do not leave this tip to fate! 
Warm up!

Sing Better Now

Click the image to watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ-vG4VQSrU&list=PLowqfp3VR9Qma4GeKkQ2DX8Dqah308wna&index=10
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03  Breathe Low

Use your diaphragm, that
special muscle responsible for
humans’ breathing. 

Remember that you need less
air than you think for reaching
those high notes!

Your belly will lead the way.
You feel it in your guts!
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04 Rock that thing

I come across students that
feel unimportant, small and
unable to perform, a case also
known as stage freight.

Don't let your fear become
your touchstone.

Always do your homework,
print out lyrics and take
notes with the help of your
bandmates, audio engineer or
even better with your trusted
vocal coach, you'll rock the
stage.

Click the image to watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye3tRLHjJGs
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05 Vowel modification

One of the best tricks that the
pros use is vowel modification
in real lyrics not just in vocal
phrases of exercises. 

For example:

Applying that tip you are
quickly developing an open
throat technique in every
vowel, at any volume, in any
vocal register from Falsetto to
Whistle voice.

'I came by your window' 
can be made
Aah-ee ceh-eem bah-ee yohr
wee-ndoh-oow
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06 Support

OK Theo I took my micro
breath and I am ready to rock
the stage...Wait man!!! Don't
force it. 

In order to hit the notes you've
always seen in your dreams
you MUST support from the
belly. Seems simple but it
needs exercise and a daily
routine. Please be patient and
you would thank you later!

Bonus tip: Staccato is the way
to go for this muscle in order to
strengthen it and make it a
second nature routine. 

Apply simple scale patterns.
You don't need complex thrills
for now!
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07 Scream

Have you ever heard an old
woman talking in an energetic
way or screaming to her
husband? My grandmother does
that all the time and guess what
she never loses her voice. 

What the lady don't need to use
is her muscles in order to reach
that tone because her brain
never connects to it. She doesn't
hurt her voice or needs so why
bother. It comes as a natural
procedure.

Well the bad news for most of us
is that we have to connect
those 2 elements (suport and
placement) and hit those hard
rocking notes without
destroying the vocal folds in the
long run.  

Click the image to watch the

tutorial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xl3jFrZ7ixw&list=PLowqfp3VR9Qn3X_oDIQ6MIp9rHd2m2VxW


Sing Better Now
Where do we gonna now?

Feel free to book an online lesson with me 
anytime.
Hope you'll  f ind the voice of your dreams!

                         BOOK NOW!
   Give dirt to your fears and UNLOCK YOUR VOICE
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